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Feb, 12, 1934
Dear Sam,
Got the Alaska literature with your letter.
I am glad to learn you got along so well with your first picture out
of doors, and water that is moving is more difficult than most
things in landscapes. But paint subjects in which you feel the
most interest as you will do the best with them.
Most pleasure yachts are white or light, and so of course
everthing else must be darker to get those lights-the surround I
call it. Water running as is in a sea harbor is complicated. You
need to distinguish between reflections that are deep in the
water and surface reflections. It is logical to first paint in the
deep reflections that seem to go straight perpendicular to the
surface then fill the surface reflections across. The surface
reflections are apt to be from the sky, the deep ones from
objects, boats, act. It is best to show some sky even in a picture
that is mostly all water or land, but a white boat is lighter than
this sky-it is like snow in a landscape. Is a white house.
You say it is difficult to get sub colors. That is something
that has to be studied years and then some--there is no end. In
this list of colors I gave you I think I included a pair of each of
the primary colors: red, yellow, and blue. It is necessary to have
the pair of each in order to get pure secondaries, purple, green,
and orange. When the secondaries are mixed, you get grays or
some kind, which I suppose are the subtle colors you have
trouble with.
The primaries must be clear according to the color you wish to
mix. The blues should be a purple blue, and a greenish blue
(permanent blue and Prussian blue). The yellows should be a
greenish yellow and a reddish yellow (Lemon chrome and chrome
orange or medium). The reds should be Madder like or crimson
like or Harrison red for the cool red, or purple red, and for an
orange rd vermilion is good. Now in order to mix, for example, a
very green green take a greenish blue (Prussian) and mix with a
greenish yellow (lemon chrome). That makes the greenist green
can mix. On other hand suppose you want a grayer green directly
without too much waste of time. You do first the apposite-mix
the greenish blue with the redist yellow, the red (the opposite of

green) is already in the yellow so it is grayed by one mixing more
gray by mixing with purple blue-and is rich color. That method is
used with the other two primaries to get the purest secondary
mix with the two colors that lean toward each other, to get
grayed colors mix to get grayed colors, mix those that lean away
from each other. Do you get it? Make a color circle and study
that or find one in a book on painting. In mixing, it is never good
to mix a plain flat color without any variations in it, let it waver
one way or another with more or less pure colors in it and the
color will vibrate as it does in nature. Have variety in the ???? so
far as color is concerned, but the value (light and dark) must look
flat and not hump. Nature as Birge Harrison says, and you will
soon learn by observation, deals in broken color always but not
in broken values. In the struggle to get both color and values you
may not be able to get them equally well in the same picture-but
get values whether the color is there or not. Values are more
fundamental, you might say they are more intellectual qualities,
while color is emotional in its effect.
You should be able to find out there John Carlson’s
“Elementary Principles of Landscape Painting.” If you can find it
and can spare the price ($4,00) it will be one of the best
investments you can make. It is a text book of painting, and is
the best for beginners (and others) I have ever read.
I don’t understand a teacher who has students copying
other pictures. More time is wasted that way than anything else
a student does. Far better it is to work from life always, even if it
is only to learn how to match colors. Very much copying of it will
make an amateur of a student instead of thinking of his own
pictures.
If you get this letter before you work indoors on that sketch
of the boat, I advise you to let it alone. Many many pictures are
well started outdoors then doctored up indoors and completely
denatured. Instead of painting on that one indoors take another
board the same size, or larger, and copy its good things and try
to improve on the first. In that way you won’t spoil the first one
in your experiments. If you make the second one larger, let it be
a certain size larger and you will find it much easier. You may
want to try it twice the width and twice the length (or four times

the area) that might be too large, so try 1 ¼ or 1 ½ times the
small one. Each dimension will be 1 ¼ or 1 ½ times the smaller.
You can measure out in inches from any side or corner and get
??????, in the exact places this way. Canvases are in proportion
as their diagonals. Those of the same diagonals (angle of
diagonal with side) are in proportion, no matter how different
they may be in size! You can also find it by the old “rule of three”
it is called, the law of proportion. Side of small rectangle (2) is to
4, the corresponding side of large rectangle as the long side of
small one is to long side of the large one, or X.
As you have 2:4. 5:X. Multiplying 4X5=20divided by 2=19X.
Length of lond side of large one. Or you can put the small one
down on a table, extend a straight edge across its two corners
then measure with a T square to find where right angles from
base line will strike the diagonal. By having enlargement certain
measurable size larger you save lots of work getting your
enlarged drawing exact. With the two in the same proportion can
also square up to get large one. Make divisions in small one and
repeat in large one then draw boat across corresponding lines in
large one.
When starting a picture I tell my students to cover board or
canvas with medium. This will make brush slide easier, and also
knits the priming coat to the paint of picture. You will find raw
linseed oil with turpentine, ½ of each, better than anything else
to paint with. Turpentine burns the pain and helps the collusion
of the coats. Turp. alone destroys the oil binder in the paint and
is likely to let paint in time fall off. Linseed Oil alone is a poor
drier. The two together is recommended by chemists. Cover the
board with it, and if too wet rub off some with cloth, and still be
enough left. Some artists want the canvas dry regardless, so use
your judgment. As you work on a picture outdoors or in, and you
come near the finish, use no liquid whatever-just the paint as it
comes from the tube.
In preparing boards I have been painting directly on the
board with considerable linseed oil. Best not to use glue.
Chemists say bacteria like the glue to eat and destroy the
painting that way. If you want something beside oil use orange
shellac, either on boards or when you make canvas. I always

give the boards two coats or more. By giving more coats the
grain is filled in. When two or more coats are hard and dry, sand
paper the surface to get what you want. But a too slick surface
will get you into a peck of trouble. If you want a color ready
mixed for boards that is right, use Devoes house paint no. 579, it
is a light gray slightly bluish and is just right-can often leave the
bare board in spots in picture. To get that color by mixing start
with white, put into a little (very) black and a small amount of
light chrome yellow. Properly mixed this will give the color of
579 exactly. Don’t use yellow ???? octeri? In a ground. I have
read that is subject to peeling.
Any time you want your painting to dry faster, use about
1/10 Valspar clear varnish in turpentine and do not use the oil
with it. Oil and varnish the experts say almost never dries. These
varnished chairs that stick to your personality in warm weather
are that way because the painter used linseed oil in varnish to
make it flow better. If you can stay away from all varnish-if the
pictures dry fast enough without. In fall is cool wet weather
have to use varnish as paint dries very slowly. Summer heat with
dryness dries it too fast.
A telephone call awhile ago informs me that Mary Linder
has decided to buy a $50 picture. That isn’t so bad but one
cannot get anything ahead at the rate they sell these times. But
the prospects look better now than a year ago. I had no
prospective buyers of larger pictures this time last year. I sell
mostly small ones $5 and $10, some times $15 or $20. I sell a
9X11 and smaller for $5. Quite a painting. I have been thinking
of something easier to make to sell for ?????, a block print from
which any number of pictures can be printed, or an etching. I
would like better prices for oil pictures to preserve their dignity.
I don’t see anything on the horizon now to indicate I can
take the trip out there but maybe I don’t see everything ahead. I
am going to do some portrait samples and try for more of that.
Most figure painting is going to be on the program for now.
Figures are the only pictures considered in an exhibition I have
noticed. Last summer I was so short of money I couldn’t spare
the money for extra paint for my wheatfield picture-to finish it.
Maybe the Gods will be more kind this year.

Right now it looks more like Christmas than any time this
winter. A four inch Snow came over night, the only snow of
consequence this winter. There was a strong wind and in places
the roads were blocked. Down a few (degrees) below zero last
night, 15 degrees above probably tonight. I started to town
yesterday. Road to Davis corner was clear but just west were
several deep drifts. Some had been through, but I could not keep
in track and got stuck. You may remember it is almost
impossible to keep a car in track in snow since you have to
travel briskly. I got a scoop and dug out but engine would not
start, had used boiling water on carburetor here at house to start
and it froze the gadgets so they would flood it. Had to get more
hot water from house to start it. Got to bare ground and put on
chains. A SMALL BOY HELPED ME AND HE MARVELLED AT THE
WAY THE SNOW FLEW LIKE A SNOW PLOW, WITH THE CHAINS
ON, AS WE WENT THROUGH. The chains make a world of
different in snow. I decided I did not need to go to town very
much anyhow so came back. It would have meant a lot of
shoveling if I had gone on. The road to Salisbury is blocked but
not as bad as would be if snow was deeper. Up to now the roads
have been dry, hard, and dusty like summer time. It has been a
wonder of a winter, clear cool days the rule.
I was in Chicago about 1st of Feb. and got caught in the 10
degrees below zero weather there. I asked at one second hand
book store for the books you mentioned but they did not have
them. I had a list of 2nd hand stores for you but cannot find it
anywhere. Maybe will turn up yet. I found two new Bill Nye
books. One paperbacked one I bought for $.15, the other one
“Red Book” looked like a reprint of “Remarks” so did not by. Also
learned about two others I haven’t seen. Will send you the one I
have”Thirty Liers and other Lies” as soon a people are through
reading it. It has some good lines in it. Had time to visit just one
2nd hand store. Very cold weather, and a girl to entertain there.
The Solomon book is out should be good, also the East book
is good. I have read East’s and have heard him lecture. You can
depend on what they tell you. I can’t forget Birge Harrison’s
book on landscape painting.

The latter part of June Lad had a backset. Early one morn
Bryson’ boys found him southwest of house in brush, couldn’t get
up, not a very gold night or it would have been his last. He slowly
got able to walk and is now about as well as before and is more
anxious to eat. I got some “Dog Chow” for him but he thinks it
very poor for eating purposes, although I notice he eats more
than he did. He knows his limitations and seldom goes far from
house. He hears fairly well, and sees maybe a little from one
eye, but his smeller is still o.k. A knot cancer on the loose skin
of his neck and I see it is larger. It may be his final wandering.
He bids fair to last another summer. He will be 14 yrs. Next Nov.
Guess I better close. Anyway I can help with your painting
let me know. Much obliged for the Alaska literature.
Sincerely,
Paul

